A method and system for scheduling frequency physical resources based on frequency hopping is disclosed. The method comprises: in two time slots of frequency hopping transmission, reserving frequency physical resources for an activated semi-persistent scheduling new transmission user with a transmission period reached and a retransmission user; obtaining a scheduling type of a user required for scheduling, and according to an occupancy situation of the frequency physical resources, obtaining corresponding available frequency physical resources when employing a frequency-selective scheduling type and a non-frequency-selective scheduling type; and according to the scheduling type of the user required for scheduling, searching for corresponding available frequency physical resources, and allocating the frequency physical resources to a frequency-selective scheduling user and a non-frequency-selective scheduling user simultaneously during one scheduling period. The disclosure comprehensively utilizes advantages of the frequency-selective scheduling and non-frequency-selective scheduling, so that the users with good channel quality can utilize the frequency-selective scheduling to obtain the optimal frequency resources, the users without channel quality information can obtain frequency diversity gain through frequency hopping, and the system capacity can be improved without increasing equipment costs.
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- **S301**
  Frequency physical resources are reserved for an activated semi-persistent scheduling new transmission user with a transmission period reached and a retransmission user

- **S302**
  The scheduling type of a user required for scheduling is obtained

- **S303**
  According to the occupancy situation of the frequency physical resources, available frequency physical resources corresponding to the scheduling type of the user are obtained

- **S304**
  According to the scheduling type of the user required for scheduling, the corresponding available frequency physical resources are searched, and during one scheduling period, the frequency physical resources are allocated for a frequency-selective scheduling user and a non-frequency-selective scheduling user simultaneously
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- Frequency physical resources are reserved, and the occupancy situation of frequency physical resources is identified

- According to the occupancy situation of frequency physical resources, the frequency physical resources are respectively put into frequency physical resource queue 1 and frequency physical resource queue 2

- A scheduling queue is constructed according to the scheduling priorities, and the scheduling types are determined

- The users are took out one by one from the scheduling queue, and scheduled according to the scheduling types of the users
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METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR SCHEDULING FREQUENCY PHYSICAL RESOURCES BASED ON FREQUENCY HOPPING

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The disclosure relates to the field of broadband mobile communications and a frequency hopping transmission technology, particularly to a method and system for scheduling frequency physical resources based on frequency hopping.

BACKGROUND

[0002] Nowadays, broadband mobile communications are the development trend of mobile communications, wherein a Long Term Evolution (LTE) system is an evolutionary mobile communication system driven by the 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) Standards Origination, wherein an Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing Access (OFDMA) technology is employed for the downlink and a Single Carrier-FDMA (SC-FDMA) radio access technology is employed for the uplink, so as to improve the throughput and the spectrum utilization efficiency of the LTE system, further to improve the data transmission rate.

[0003] For the SC-FDMA technology employed for the uplink of the LTE system, the allocation of frequency physical resources must be continuous in order to obtain a low signal Peak to Average Power Rate (PAPR). In order to obtain frequency diversity gain from the uplink similar to the distributed frequency physical resources allocation in the downlink, a frequency hopping transmission technology is employed for the uplink of the LTE system.

[0004] As a spread spectrum technology that realizes spectrum broadening by using carrier jump, the frequency hopping is widely applied in an anti-interference communication system. The method is to divide a broad frequency band into several frequency intervals (frequency channels), and control a carrier frequency of a signal transmitted by a transmitting terminal at a certain specific residence time.

[0005] Combination of the frequency hopping transmission technology and non-frequency-selective scheduling can obtain the frequency diversity gain, while the frequency-selective scheduling can optimize resource allocation by allocating optimal frequency physical resources to users, thereby obtaining the maximum gain. The frequency physical resource allocation way employed by the frequency-selective scheduling is as follows: according to the fading situation of all frequency bands, a frequency band with the minimum fading is selected for the user, so as to allocate the optimal frequency physical resources to the user, and the frequency physical resource allocation way employed by the non-frequency-selective scheduling is as follows: in the case of not adopting the principle of selecting the frequency band with the minimum fading, some idle frequency bands are selected to allocate the frequency physical resources to the user.

[0006] When a scheduling period is reached, according to the occupancy situation of the frequency physical resources, a base station performs frequency physical resource scheduling for the users which are required to perform the resource scheduling. As the non-frequency-selective scheduling and the frequency-selective scheduling based on frequency hopping differ in the frequency physical resource allocation way, generally, it is difficult to apply them in one scheduling period simultaneously, which is against to improve performances of the system, such as the throughput and so on.

SUMMARY

[0007] The disclosure provides a method and system for scheduling frequency physical resources based on frequency hopping, to solve the problem that it is difficult to apply frequency-selective scheduling and non-frequency-selective scheduling simultaneously to perform the allocation of the frequency physical resources in the prior art, which is against to improve performances of the systems, such as the throughput and so on.

[0008] The disclosure provides a method for scheduling frequency physical resources based on frequency hopping, which comprises the following steps:

[0009] in two time slots of frequency hopping transmission, reserving frequency physical resources for an activated semi-persistent scheduling new transmission user with a transmission period reached and a retransmission user;

[0010] obtaining a scheduling type of a user required for scheduling, and according to an occupancy situation of the frequency physical resources, obtaining corresponding available frequency physical resources when employing a frequency-selective scheduling type and a non-frequency-selective scheduling type; and

[0011] according to the scheduling type of the user required for scheduling, searching for corresponding available frequency physical resources, and allocating the frequency physical resources to a frequency-selective scheduling user and a non-frequency-selective scheduling user simultaneously during one scheduling period.

[0012] The disclosure further provides a system for scheduling frequency physical resources based on frequency hopping, which comprises:

[0013] a resource reserving unit is configured to, in two time slots of frequency hopping transmission, reserve frequency physical resources for an activated semi-persistent scheduling new transmission user with a transmission period reached and a retransmission user;

[0014] a scheduling type obtaining unit is configured to obtain a scheduling type of a user required for scheduling;

[0015] an available resource obtaining unit is configured to, according to an occupancy situation of the frequency physical resources, obtain corresponding available frequency physical resources when employing a frequency-selective scheduling type and a non-frequency-selective scheduling type; and

[0016] a scheduling unit is configured to, according to the scheduling type of the user required for scheduling, search for corresponding available frequency physical resources, and allocate the frequency physical resources to a frequency-selective scheduling user and a non-frequency-selective scheduling user simultaneously during one scheduling period.

[0017] The beneficial effects of the disclosure are as follows: in one scheduling period, the advantages of frequency-selective scheduling and frequency-hopping-communication-based non-frequency-selective scheduling are comprehensively utilized, so that the users with good channel quality can utilize the frequency-selective scheduling to obtain the optimal frequency resources, the users without channel quality information can obtain frequency diversity gain through frequency hopping, in this way, the system capacity can be improved without increasing equipment costs; the frequency physical resource hollow due to fre-
quency hopping resource allocation is avoided, and the frequency resource collision for the frequency hopping users and non-frequency hopping users is also avoided.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0018] FIG. 1 shows a schematic diagram of the existing way of allocating frequency physical resources with a frequency physical resource hollow when intra-subframe frequency hopping transmission is employed;

[0019] FIG. 2 shows a schematic diagram of the existing way of allocating frequency physical resources with a frequency physical resource collision when inter-subframe frequency hopping transmission is employed;

[0020] FIG. 3 shows a flow chart of a method for scheduling frequency physical resources based on frequency hopping according to embodiment 1 of the disclosure;

[0021] FIG. 4 shows a schematic diagram of a way of allocating frequency physical resources when intra-subframe frequency hopping transmission is employed according to an embodiment of the disclosure;

[0022] FIG. 5 shows a schematic diagram of the way of allocating frequency physical resources when inter-subframe frequency hopping transmission is employed according to an embodiment of the disclosure;

[0023] FIG. 6 shows a flow chart of a method for scheduling frequency physical resources based on intra-subframe frequency hopping transmission according to embodiment 2 of the disclosure;

[0024] FIG. 7 shows a schematic diagram of a frequency resource list based on intra-subframe frequency hopping transmission according to embodiment 2 of the disclosure;

[0025] FIG. 8 shows a specific flow chart of scheduling frequency physical resources based on intra-subframe frequency hopping transmission according to embodiment 2 of the disclosure;

[0026] FIG. 9 shows a schematic diagram of a frequency resource list based on inter-subframe frequency hopping transmission according to embodiment 3 of the disclosure;

[0027] FIG. 10 shows a structure diagram of a system for scheduling frequency physical resources based on frequency hopping transmission according to embodiment 4 of the disclosure.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0028] A method and system for scheduling frequency physical resources based on frequency hopping provided by the disclosure will be described below in details with reference to the drawings and embodiments.

[0029] The frequency-selective scheduling and the non-frequency-selective scheduling are not combined together in one scheduling period in the existing ways for scheduling frequency physical resources. The method for scheduling frequency physical resources based on frequency hopping provided by the disclosure comprises the following steps: in two time slots of the frequency hopping transmission, reserving frequency physical resources for an activated semi-persistent scheduling new transmission user with a transmission period reached a retransmission user, the ways for reserving frequency physical resources may be an existing way according to the scheduling type of the user; obtaining the scheduling type of the user required for scheduling, and according to the occupancy situation of the frequency physical resources, obtaining the corresponding available frequency physical resources when employing a frequency-selective scheduling type and a non-frequency-selective scheduling type; according to the scheduling type of the user required for scheduling, searching for the corresponding available frequency physical resources, and in one scheduling period, allocating the frequency physical resources to the frequency-selective scheduling users and non-frequency-selective scheduling users simultaneously. Instead of dividing the whole frequency physical resources into two parts like the prior art: one part is arranged for frequency-selective scheduling and the other part is for frequency hopping transmission, the disclosure searches the frequency physical resources available for the scheduling type on the whole frequency physical resource band according to the occupancy situation of the frequency physical resources. Compared with the prior art, the way of combination of the frequency-selective scheduling and the non-frequency-selective scheduling has the advantages that, as the service frequency band is not divided fixedly, the allocation of frequency physical resources is more flexible and the gain is more obvious.

[0030] In the prior art, due to the improper way of allocating frequency physical resources, a frequency physical resource hollow is caused, that is to say, it is unable to allocate the frequency physical resources for non-frequency-hopping transmission users and frequency-selective scheduling users, so as to waste the frequency resources. Frequency hopping transmission including intra-subframe frequency hopping and inter-subframe frequency hopping is employed for uplink of an LTE system. When the intra-subframe frequency hopping is employed, the two time slots for the frequency hopping are one subframe employing the intra-subframe frequency hopping. FIG. 1 shows a frequency physical resource hollow caused by an improper allocation of the frequency resources when the intra-subframe frequency hopping frequency is employed in the prior art, such that the frequency physical resource blocks m-n+6 of the first time slot $S_0$ and the frequency physical resource blocks n-n+6 of the second time slot perform hollows, so as to be unable to be allocated for the non-frequency-hopping transmission users and frequency-selective scheduling users. When the inter-subframe frequency hopping is employed, the two time slots for frequency hopping according to the disclosure are a new transmission subframe or retransmission subframe employing inter-subframe frequency hopping. For one subframe, the frequency physical resources occupied by the two time slots $S_0'$ and $S_1'$ (time slots in the frequency hopping) are different. Take the retransmission as an example, as shown in FIG. 2, the existing way of allocating frequency physical resources is employed, the frequency physical resource blocks $n-n+3$ of the time slot occupied by the new transmission subframe in the frequency hopping may be allocated to non-frequency-hopping transmission frequency-selective scheduling user $2$, then when the retransmission is performed as an error occurs, a frequency physical resource collision will occur, in the second time slot of the frequency hopping, between frequency-hopping-transmission-based non-frequency-selective user $1$ and non-frequency-hopping transmission frequency-selective scheduling user $2$ during the retransmission.
In order to solve the problems of the frequency physical resource collision, the disclosure, when the scheduling type of a user required for scheduling is non-frequency-selective scheduling, the way of allocating the frequency physical resources to the user is as follows: in two time slots of frequency hopping transmission, when the first frequency physical resources, with the first time slot not occupied while the second time slot occupied, are found, allocating the first frequency physical resources with the first time slot not occupied to the non-frequency-selective scheduling user; when the first frequency physical resources are not found and a band of second frequency physical resources with two continuous time slots not occupied is found, allocating this band of second frequency physical resources to the non-frequency-selective scheduling user. This allocation way can avoid not only the frequency physical resource collision but also the resource collision of frequency hopping users and non-frequency-hopping users. Furthermore, this way allocates complementary frequency physical resources to the non-frequency-selective scheduling users employing the frequency hopping transmission, such that the position of the complementary frequency physical resource blocks will not change during the period when they are occupied by the users. FIG. 4 shows a way of allocating complementary resources for intra-subframe frequency hopping transmission, two frequency hopping users 1 and 2 occupy the frequency physical resources n–n+3 and m–m+3 in common, and the frequency physical resources occupied by the two users will not jump beyond such two ranges; FIG. 5 shows a way of allocating complementary resources for inter-subframe frequency hopping transmission, the two users will occupy the frequency physical resources n–n+3 and m–m+3 during new transmission and retransmission without jumping beyond such ranges. When the scheduling type of a user required for scheduling is frequency-selective scheduling, the way of allocating frequency physical resources for the user is as follows: searching for a band of second frequency physical resources with two continuous time slots not occupied, and allocating this band of second frequency physical resources to the frequency-selective scheduling user.

According to embodiment 1 of the disclosure, for a base station performing the resource scheduling, a scheduling period is set, the base station performs frequency physical resource scheduling for users required for scheduling at an interval of a certain scheduling period. When the scheduling period of the base station is reached, there may be multiple users required for scheduling, the disclosure is proposed to solve the issue of combining the frequency-selective scheduling and the frequency-hopping-transmission-based non-frequency-selective scheduling together in one scheduling period, as shown in FIG. 3, when there are multiple users required for scheduling, the frequency physical resource scheduling in the disclosure comprises the following steps.

Frequency physical resources are reserved for both an activated semi-persistent scheduling new transmission user with a transmission period reached and a retransmission user, thereby obtaining the initial occupancy situation of the frequency physical resources, otherwise no scheduling is required to be performed for an activated semi-persistent scheduling user with the transmission period thereof not reached, for the activated semi-persistent scheduling new transmission user with the transmission period reached, the frequency physical resources, which are allocated for the user when they are activated, are reserved; for the retransmission user, the frequency physical resources are reserved for them according to the retransmission ways corresponding to the different frequency hopping ways employed by them, or frequency physical resources are reserved for them according to an existing retransmission mechanism.

Step S302: the scheduling type of the user required for scheduling is obtained.

Step S303: according to the occupancy situation of the frequency physical resources, available frequency physical resources corresponding to the scheduling type of the user are obtained, that is, the corresponding available frequency physical resources are obtained when employing frequency-selective scheduling and non-frequency-selective scheduling.

In this embodiment, when the scheduling type of a user required for scheduling is non-frequency-selective scheduling, the corresponding available frequency physical resources are the first frequency physical resources, with the first time slot not occupied while the second time slot occupied, and the second frequency physical resources with two time slots not occupied both; when the scheduling type of a user required for scheduling is frequency-selective scheduling, the corresponding available frequency physical resources are the second frequency physical resources with two time slots not occupied both.

The method for obtaining the scheduling type of a user required for scheduling is as follows: if uplink channel quality information of a user is obtained, the scheduling type of the user is frequency-selective scheduling; if uplink channel quality information of a user is not obtained, the scheduling type of the user is non-frequency-selective scheduling based on the frequency hopping transmission; if the user is a semi-persistent scheduling user waiting for activation, the scheduling type of the user is non-frequency-selective scheduling based on the frequency hopping transmission.

The semi-persistent scheduling user means a user allocated, by the base station, with a transmission period, and a position and a size of frequency physical resources to be occupied during transmission. When the transmission period is reached, the semi-persistent scheduling user will occupy the frequency physical resources allocated by the base station to complete the transmission. Therefore, the transmission period, and the position and size of frequency physical resources to be occupied during transmission are allocated for the semi-persistent scheduling user by the base station; before the reallocation has been done by the base station, the user will occupy fixed frequency physical resources when the transmission period reaches. The activated semi-persistent scheduling user means a user already allocated with the transmission period and the frequency physical resources. The semi-persistent scheduling user waiting for the activation means a user waiting for being allocated with the transmission period and the frequency physical resources by the base station.

Step S304: according to the scheduling type of the user required for scheduling, the corresponding available frequency physical resources are searched, and in one scheduling period, the frequency physical resources are allocated for the frequency-selective scheduling users and non-frequency-selective scheduling users simultaneously.
[0040] If the scheduling type of a user took out is non-frequency-selective scheduling, firstly, it is to search whether there are first frequency physical resources with the first time slot not occupied while the second time slot occupied; when the first frequency physical resources exist, the first frequency physical resources with the first time slot not occupied are allocated to the frequency-hopping-transmission-based non-frequency-selective scheduling user. For the intra-subframe frequency hopping transmission, as shown in FIG. 4, if the frequency physical resource blocks n-n+3 of the first time slot S0 and the frequency physical resource blocks m-m+3 of the second time slot S1 have been reserved for frequency-hopping-transmission-based non-frequency-selective scheduling user 2, the frequency physical resource blocks m-m+3 are the first frequency physical resources meeting the requirements, and the frequency physical resource blocks m-m+3 of the first time slot S0 are allocated for frequency-hopping-transmission-based non-frequency-selective user 1. For a base station, the frequency offset during frequency hopping is fixed, therefore, it only needs to allocate the frequency physical resources of the first time slot to the frequency-hopping-transmission-based non-frequency-selective user, and based on the fixed offset during the frequency hopping, the user terminal will occupy the frequency physical resource blocks n-n+3 of the second time slot S1 after occurring the fixed offset at the second time slot. In this way, a complementary frequency physical resource allocation way is formed as shown in FIG. 4. For the inter-subframe frequency hopping transmission, as shown in FIG. 5, the time slot occupied by a new transmission subframe is the first time slot S0, the time slot occupied by a retransmission subframe is the second time slot S1, a complementary frequency physical resource allocation way can also be formed according to above method, which will not be described herein again.

[0041] When the first frequency physical resources are not found, a band of second frequency physical resources with two continuous time slots not occupied is searched, the band of the second frequency physical resources with the first time slot not occupied allocated to a non-frequency-selective scheduling user. That is to say, when a allocation way of complementary frequency physical resources is not found, the frequency physical resources with two continuous idle time slots will be occupied. When the scheduling type of a user required for scheduling is frequency-selective scheduling, the way of allocating frequency physical resources for the user is as follows: searching a band of second frequency physical resources with two continuous time slots not occupied, then allocating this band of second frequency physical resources to the frequency-selective scheduling user. For a frequency-selective scheduling user, as an optimal allocation principle of frequency physical resources has to be met, the frequency physical resources occupied in the two time slots of the frequency hopping transmission are identical.

[0042] During one scheduling period, the method provided by the disclosure sufficiently utilizes the uplink channel quality information of a mobile user obtained by a base station, utilizes the frequency-selective scheduling to allocate optimal frequency physical resources to the user, authorizes a mobile user without uplink channel quality information or a semi-persistent scheduling user to employ the frequency hopping transmission way to obtain frequency diversity gain, comprehensively utilizes the advantages of the frequency-selective scheduling and the non-frequency-selective scheduling based on the frequency hopping transmission, thereby improving performances of the systems, such as throughput and so on.

[0043] According to embodiment 2 of the disclosure, for a base station, a cell is configured to be intra-subframe frequency hopping transmission, therefore the two time slots of frequency hopping transmission are one subframe employing the intra-subframe frequency hopping. The method for scheduling frequency physical resources in the embodiment will be described below in the case of employing intra-subframe frequency hopping transmission.

[0044] As shown in FIG. 6, the method for scheduling frequency physical resources based on frequency hopping in this embodiment comprises the following steps.

[0045] Step S601: frequency physical resources are reserved for both an activated semi-persistent scheduling new transmission user with a transmission period reached and a retransmission user, for simplicity, the occupancy and idleness of the frequency physical resources are presented by a resource list in this embodiment; therefore this step is to identify the frequency physical resource occupancy situation of the activated semi-persistent scheduling new transmission user with the transmission period reached and the retransmission user in the list which presents the frequency physical resource occupancy situation.

[0046] For the activated semi-persistent scheduling new transmission user with the transmission period reached, the way of reserving the frequency physical resources for the user is as follows: reserving, in two time slots, the frequency physical resources which are allocated for the user, when they are activated; for the retransmission user, the way of reserving frequency physical resources for the user is as follows: reserving the frequency physical resources, which are identical to those occupied by the new transmission subframe of the retransmission user, for a frequency-selective scheduling new transmission user, the way of reserving frequency physical resources for the user is as follows: reserving, in two time slots, the frequency physical resources which are identical to those occupied by the new transmission. For a frequency-hopping-transmission-based non-frequency-selective scheduling new transmission user, the frequency physical resources reserved for the user in two time slots are also identical to those occupied by the new transmission subframe of the retransmission user. As shown in FIG. 7, if the new transmission subframe occupies frequency physical resource blocks n-n+3 and m-m+3 in two time slots respectively, the retransmission subframe will still occupy the frequency physical resource blocks n-n+3 and m-m+3 in two time slots respectively.

[0047] Step S602: according to the occupancy situation of the frequency physical resources, the frequency physical resources are put into two queues respectively: frequency physical resource queue 1 and frequency physical resource queue 2.

[0048] 1) frequency physical resource queue 1 contains such frequency physical resources: for a certain subframe, the first time slot of the frequency physical resources has not been allocated for a user, while the second time slot of the frequency physical resources has been allocated for a user, as shown in FIG. 7.

[0049] 2) frequency physical resource queue 2 contains such frequency physical resources: for a certain subframe, the two time slots of the frequency physical resources have not been allocated for a user, as shown in FIG. 7.
[0050] Step S603: the scheduling queue is constructed according to the scheduling priorities of the users required for scheduling, and the scheduling types of the users in the scheduling queue are determined as:
[0051] 1) when uplink channel quality information of a user is obtained by a base station through an uplink reference signal, then the user is marked as a frequency-selective scheduling user;
[0052] 2) when uplink channel quality information of a user is not obtained by a base station, then the user is marked as a frequency-hopping-transmission-based non-frequency-selective scheduling user;
[0053] 3) when the user is a semi-persistent scheduling user waiting for an activation (for example, a VoIP user), the user is marked as a frequency-hopping-transmission-based non-frequency-selective scheduling user.
[0054] The scheduling priorities of users can be calculated by various existing scheduling algorithms, such as Round Robin, Largest Throughput and Proportional Fairness, or can be configured as needed.
[0055] Step S604: the users are taken out one by one from the scheduling queue, and scheduled according to the scheduling types of the users; as shown in FIG. 8, it specifically comprises the following steps:
[0056] Step S801: determining whether a current user is a non-frequency-selective scheduling user, if yes, turning to step S802; otherwise, turning to step S809;
[0057] Step S802: determining whether current frequency physical resource queue 1 is empty, if yes, turning to step S805; otherwise, turning to step S803;
[0058] Step S803: searching a band of continuous frequency physical resources in frequency physical resource queue 1, and allocating the band of continuous frequency physical resources, with the first time slot idle, to the current non-frequency-selective scheduling user;
[0059] Step S804: deleting this band of frequency physical resources allocated in step S803 from frequency physical resource queue 1, and turning to step S808;
[0060] Step S805: determining whether frequency physical resource queue 2 is empty, if yes, turning to step S813; otherwise, turning to step S806;
[0061] Step S806: searching a band of continuous frequency physical resources in frequency physical resource queue 2, and allocating the band of continuous frequency physical resources in the first time slot to the current user;
[0062] Step S807: deleting this band of frequency physical resources from frequency physical resource queue 2, deleting the frequency physical resources, to be occupied by the current user after the frequency hopping, from frequency physical resource queue 2 and saving them in frequency physical resource queue 1, then executing step S808;
[0063] Step S808: determining whether a scheduling queue is empty, if yes, executing step S813; otherwise, executing step S812;
[0064] Step S809: determining whether frequency physical resource queue 2 is empty, if yes, turning to step S813; otherwise, turning to step S810;
[0065] Step S810: searching a band of continuous frequency physical resources in frequency physical resource queue 2, and allocating the two time slots of this band of frequency physical resources to the current user;
[0066] Step S811: deleting the band of frequency physical resources allocated in step S810 from frequency physical resource queue 2, then turning to step S808;
[0067] Step S812: returning to step S801 to perform the scheduling for a next user;
[0068] Step S813: as there is no available frequency physical resources, finishing this scheduling period.
[0069] According to embodiment 3 of the disclosure, for a base station, a cell is configured to be inter-subframe frequency hopping transmission, therefore in the disclosure, the two time slots of the frequency hopping transmission are a new transmission subframe or retransmission subframe employing inter-subframe frequency hopping. The method for scheduling frequency physical resources in this embodiment, as performing the inter-subframe frequency hopping transmission, will be described below.
[0070] The method for scheduling frequency physical resources based on frequency hopping in this embodiment comprises the following steps:
[0071] Step S901: frequency physical resources are reserved for both an activated semi-persistent scheduling new transmission user with a transmission period reached and a retransmission user, for simplicity, the occupancy and idleness of the frequency physical resources are presented by a frequency resource list in this embodiment; therefore this step is to identify the frequency physical resource occupancy situation, in the list which presents the frequency physical resource occupancy situation, of the activated semi-persistent scheduling new transmission user with the transmission period reached and the retransmission user.
[0072] For the activated semi-persistent scheduling new transmission user with the transmission period reached, the way of reserving frequency physical resources for the user is as follows: reserving the frequency physical resources which are allocated for the user as activated; for the retransmission user, if the retransmission user is a frequency-selective scheduling user, the way of reserving frequency physical resources for the user is as follows: the reserved frequency physical resources are identical to those occupied by the new transmission subframe of the retransmission user.
[0073] For the retransmission user, if the retransmission user is a non-frequency-selective scheduling user, the way of reserving frequency physical resources for the user is as follows: reserving frequency physical resources for the user according to the frequency physical resources occupied by the retransmission user as performing the frequency hopping transmission. The frequency-hopping-transmission-based non-frequency-selective scheduling new transmission user actually occupies identical frequency physical resources in the two periods of the subframe. As shown in FIG. 5, for frequency-hopping-transmission-based non-frequency-selective scheduling user 1, the new transmission subframe occupies the frequency physical resource blocks m–m+3 in the first time slot S0; as occurring retransmission, the frequency physical resource blocks n–n+3 in the second time slot S1' are occupied according to the fixed frequency hopping offset. However for one subframe, identical frequency physical resources are occupied in the two periods S0 and S1 of the subframe. This embodiment adopting the following ways for identification in the frequency physical resource list: the frequency physical resources identified in the first time slot S0 are frequency physical resources actually occupied by the current user, while the frequency physical resources identified in the second time slot S1' are frequency physical resources to be occupied by the current user for the next time of retransmission, as shown in FIG. 9.
[0074] Step S902: according to the occupancy situation of the frequency physical resources, the frequency physical resources are put into two queues respectively: frequency physical resource queue 1 and frequency physical resource queue 2.

[0075] 1) frequency physical resource queue 1 contains such frequency physical resources: the first time slot of the frequency physical resources has not been allocated for users, while the second time slot of the frequency physical resources has been allocated for users, as shown in FIG. 9;

[0076] 2) frequency physical resource queue 2 contains such frequency physical resources: the two time slots of the frequency physical resources have not been allocated for users, as shown in FIG. 9.

[0077] Step S903: the scheduling queue is constructed according to the scheduling priorities of the users required for scheduling, and the scheduling types of the users in the scheduling queue are determined as follows:

[0078] 1) when uplink channel quality information of a user is obtained by a base station through an uplink reference signal, then the user is identified for employing frequency-selective scheduling;

[0079] 2) when uplink channel quality information of a user is not obtained by a base station, then the user is identified for employing non-frequency-selective scheduling based on frequency hopping transmission;

[0080] 3) when the user is a semi-persistent scheduling user waiting for an activation (for example, a VoIP user), then the user is identified for employing non-frequency-selective scheduling based on frequency hopping transmission.

[0081] The scheduling priorities of the users can be calculated by various existing scheduling algorithms, such as Round Robin, Largest Throughput and Proportional Fairness, or can be configured as needed.

[0082] Step S904: the users are taken out one by one from the scheduling queue, and scheduled according to the scheduling types of the users, specifically comprising the following steps:

[0083] step S101: determining whether the current user is a non-frequency-selective scheduling user, if yes, turning to step S102; otherwise, turning to step S109;

[0084] step S102: determining whether current frequency physical resource queue 1 is empty, if yes, turning to step S103; otherwise, turning to step S105;

[0085] step S103: searching a band of continuous frequency physical resources in frequency physical resource queue 1, and allocating the band of continuous frequency physical resources, with the first time slot is idle, to the current non-frequency-selective scheduling user;

[0086] step S104: deleting this band of frequency physical resources allocated in step S103 from frequency physical resource queue 1, and turning to step S108;

[0087] step S105: determining whether frequency physical resource queue 2 is empty, if yes, turning to step S113; otherwise, turning to step S106;

[0088] step S106: searching a band of continuous frequency physical resources in frequency physical resource queue 2, and allocating the band of continuous frequency physical resources in the first time slot to the current user;

[0089] step S107: deleting this band of frequency physical resources from frequency physical resource queue 2, deleting the frequency physical resources, to be occupied by the current user after frequency hopping, from frequency physical resource queue 2, and saving them in frequency physical resource queue 1, then executing step S108;

[0090] step S108: determining whether the scheduling queue is empty, if yes, executing step S113; otherwise, executing step S112;

[0091] step S109: determining whether frequency physical resource queue 2 is empty, if yes, turning to step S113; otherwise, turning to step S110;

[0092] step S110: searching a band of continuous frequency physical resources in frequency physical resource queue 2, and allocating the two time slots of this band of frequency physical resources to the current user;

[0093] step S111: deleting the band of frequency physical resources allocated in step S110 from frequency physical resource queue 2, then turning to step S108;

[0094] step S112: returning to step S101 to perform scheduling for a next user;

[0095] step S113: as there is no available frequency physical resource, finishing this scheduling period.

[0096] It can be seen that: the methods for scheduling frequency physical resources in the disclosure, for intra-subframe frequency hopping transmission and inter-subframe frequency hopping transmission, are identical, only the two time slots of frequency hopping transmission are defined different according to the employed frequency hopping transmission ways: one subframe is transmitted in the two time slots of the intra-subframe frequency hopping, while two subframes are transmitted in the two time slots of the inter-subframe frequency hopping. The method for scheduling frequency physical resources described above, not only allocates specific frequency physical resources to users for occupying, but also limits the time slots occupied by the allocated frequency physical resources, therefore it completes the allocation of time-frequency resources actually, such that the users can utilize the allocated time-frequency resources to transmit data.

[0097] According to embodiment 4 of the disclosure, a system for scheduling frequency physical resources based on frequency hopping is provided, as shown in FIG. 10, the system comprises: a resource reserving unit configured to, in two time slots of frequency hopping transmission, reserve frequency physical resources for both an activated semi-persistent scheduling new transmission user with a transmission period reached and a retransmission user, a scheduling type obtaining unit configured to obtain a scheduling type of a user required for scheduling; an available resource obtaining unit configured to, according to an occupancy situation of the frequency physical resources, obtain the corresponding available frequency physical resources when employing a frequency-selective scheduling type and a non-frequency-selective scheduling type; a scheduling unit configured to, according to the scheduling type of the user required for scheduling, search for the corresponding available frequency physical resources, and allocate the frequency physical resources to the frequency-selective scheduling users and non-frequency-selective scheduling users simultaneously during one scheduling period. Preferably, the scheduling unit comprises: a first scheduling unit configured to, when the scheduling type of a user required for scheduling is non-frequency-selective scheduling, allocate the frequency physical resources for the user in the following ways: when the first frequency physical resources, with the first time slot not occupied while the second time slot occupied, are found, to allocate the first frequency physical resources with the first time
slot not occupied to the non-frequency-selective scheduling user, or, when the first frequency physical resources are not found and a band of second frequency physical resources with two continuous time slots not occupied are found, to allocate this band of second frequency physical resources to the frequency-selective scheduling user.

[0098] In this embodiment, the scheduling type obtaining unit comprises:

[0099] a first type obtaining unit configured to, when channel quality information of a user is obtained, identify the scheduling type of the user as non-frequency-selective scheduling based on frequency hopping transmission, and identify the scheduling type of a semi-persistent scheduling user waiting for an activation as non-frequency-selective scheduling based on frequency hopping transmission.

[0100] Preferably, the system further comprises: a scheduling queue constructing unit configured to, when there are multiple users required for scheduling, construct a scheduling queue according to scheduling priorities of the users; the scheduling unit is configured to take out the users one by one from the scheduling queue, search for the corresponding available frequency physical resources according to the scheduling types of the users, then allocate the frequency physical resources to the users.

[0102] The system can be applied in a communication system employing intra-subframe frequency hopping, and the two time slots are one subframe employing the intra-subframe frequency hopping. The system can further be applied in a communication system employing inter-subframe frequency hopping, and the two time slots are a new transmission subframe or retransmission subframe employing inter-subframe frequency hopping.

[0103] Obviously, for those skilled in the prior art, the disclosure may have various modifications and variations within the spirit and protection scope of the disclosure. In this way, if these modifications and variations are made within the protection scope of the claims and equivalent technologies, the disclosure is intended to include these modifications and variations.

What is claimed is:

1. A method for scheduling frequency physical resources based on frequency hopping, comprising:
   in two time slots of frequency hopping transmission, reserving frequency physical resources for an activated semi-persistent scheduling new transmission user with a transmission period reached and a retransmission user; obtaining a scheduling type of a user required for scheduling, and according to an occupancy situation of the frequency physical resources, obtaining corresponding available frequency physical resources when employing a frequency-selective scheduling type and a non-frequency-selective scheduling type; and according to the scheduling type of the user required for scheduling, searching for corresponding available frequency physical resources, and allocating the frequency physical resources to a frequency-selective scheduling user and a non-frequency-selective scheduling user simultaneously during one scheduling period.

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein when the scheduling type of the user required for scheduling is non-frequency-selective scheduling, allocating the frequency physical resources to the user comprises:
   when first frequency physical resources, with a first time slot not occupied while a second time slot occupied, are found, allocating the first frequency physical resources with the first time slot not occupied to the non-frequency-selective scheduling user; or
   when first frequency physical resources are not found and a band of second frequency physical resources with two continuous time slots not occupied is found, allocating this band of the second frequency physical resources to the non-frequency-selective scheduling user.

3. The method according to claim 1, wherein when the scheduling type of the user required for scheduling is frequency-selective scheduling, allocating the frequency physical resources to the user comprises:
   when a band of second frequency physical resources with two continuous time slots not occupied is found, allocating this band of the second frequency physical resources to the frequency-selective scheduling user.

4. The method according to claim 1, wherein obtaining the scheduling type of the user required for scheduling comprises:
   when uplink channel quality information of the user is obtained, the scheduling type of the user is the frequency-selective scheduling type;
   when uplink channel quality information of the user is not obtained, the scheduling type of the user is the non-frequency-selective scheduling type based on frequency hopping transmission;
   when the user is a semi-persistent scheduling user waiting for an activation, the scheduling type of the user is the non-frequency-selective scheduling type based on frequency hopping transmission.

5. The method according to claim 1, further comprising:
   when there are multiple users required for scheduling, constructing a scheduling queue according to scheduling priorities of the users, taking out the users one by one from the scheduling queue, searching for corresponding available frequency physical resources according to the scheduling types of the users, and allocating the frequency physical resources to the users.

6. The method according to claim 1, wherein, the two time slots are one subframe employing intra-subframe frequency hopping, and the two time slots are a new transmission subframe or retransmission subframe employing inter-subframe frequency hopping.

7. A system for scheduling frequency physical resources based on frequency hopping, comprising:
   a resource reserving unit, a scheduling type obtaining unit, an available resource obtaining unit and a scheduling unit; wherein, the resource reserving unit is configured to, in two time slots of frequency hopping transmission, reserve frequency physical resources for an activated semi-persistent scheduling new transmission user with a transmission period reached and a retransmission user; the scheduling type obtaining unit is configured to obtain a scheduling type of a user required for scheduling.
the available resource obtaining unit is configured to, according to an occupancy situation of the frequency physical resources, obtain corresponding available frequency physical resources when employing a frequency-selective scheduling type and a non-frequency-selective scheduling type; and

the scheduling unit is configured to, according to the scheduling type of the user required for scheduling, search for corresponding available frequency physical resources, and allocate the frequency physical resources to a frequency-selective scheduling user and a non-frequency-selective scheduling user simultaneously during one scheduling period.

8. The system according to claim 7, wherein the scheduling unit further comprises:

a first scheduling unit configured to, when the scheduling type of the user required for scheduling is non-frequency-selective scheduling, allocate the frequency physical resources to the user in the following ways: when first frequency physical resources, with a first time slot not occupied while a second time slot occupied, are found, the first scheduling unit is configured to allocate the first frequency physical resources with the first time slot not occupied to the non-frequency-selective scheduling user; or, when first frequency physical resources are not found and a band of second frequency physical resources with two continuous time slots not occupied is found, the first scheduling unit is configured to allocate this band of second frequency physical resources to the non-frequency-selective scheduling user.

9. The system according to claim 7, wherein the scheduling unit further comprises:

a second scheduling unit configured to, when the scheduling type of the user required for scheduling is frequency-selective scheduling, allocate the frequency physical resources to the user in the following way: when a band of second frequency physical resources with two continuous time slots not occupied is found, the second scheduling unit is configured to allocate this band of the second frequency physical resources to the frequency-selective scheduling user.

10. The system according to claim 7, wherein the scheduling type obtaining unit comprises a first type obtaining unit and a second type obtaining unit; wherein,

the first type obtaining unit is configured to, when uplink channel quality information of the user is obtained, identify the scheduling type of the user as the frequency-selective scheduling type;

the second type obtaining unit is configured to, when channel quality information of the user is not obtained, identify the scheduling type of the user as the non-frequency-selective scheduling type based on frequency hopping transmission, and identify the scheduling type of a semi-persistent scheduling user waiting for an activation as the non-frequency-selective scheduling type based on the frequency hopping transmission.

11. The system according to claim 7, further comprising:
a scheduling queue constructing unit configured to, when there are multiple users required for scheduling, construct a scheduling queue according to scheduling priorities of the users; and

the scheduling unit is configured to take out users one by one from the scheduling queue, search for corresponding available frequency physical resources according to the scheduling types of the users, and allocate the frequency physical resources to the users.

12. The system according to claim 7, wherein the system is applied in a communication system employing intra-subframe frequency hopping, and the two time slots are one subframe employing the intra-subframe frequency hopping; or

the system is applied in a communication system employing inter-subframe frequency hopping, and the two time slots are a new transmission subframe or retransmission subframe employing the inter-subframe frequency hopping.

13. The method according to claim 2, wherein,

the two time slots are one subframe employing intra-subframe frequency hopping; or

the two time slots are a new transmission subframe or retransmission subframe employing inter-subframe frequency hopping.

14. The method according to claim 3, wherein,

the two time slots are one subframe employing intra-subframe frequency hopping; or

the two time slots are a new transmission subframe or retransmission subframe employing inter-subframe frequency hopping.

15. The method according to claim 4, wherein,

the two time slots are one subframe employing intra-subframe frequency hopping; or

the two time slots are a new transmission subframe or retransmission subframe employing inter-subframe frequency hopping.

16. The method according to claim 5, wherein,

the two time slots are one subframe employing intra-subframe frequency hopping; or

the two time slots are a new transmission subframe or retransmission subframe employing inter-subframe frequency hopping.

17. The system according to claim 8, wherein the system is applied in a communication system employing intra-subframe frequency hopping, and the two time slots are one subframe employing the intra-subframe frequency hopping; or

the system is applied in a communication system employing inter-subframe frequency hopping, and the two time slots are a new transmission subframe or retransmission subframe employing the inter-subframe frequency hopping.

18. The system according to claim 9, wherein the system is applied in a communication system employing intra-subframe frequency hopping, and the two time slots are one subframe employing the intra-subframe frequency hopping; or

the system is applied in a communication system employing inter-subframe frequency hopping, and the two time slots are a new transmission subframe or retransmission subframe employing the inter-subframe frequency hopping.

19. The system according to claim 10, wherein the system is applied in a communication system employing intra-subframe frequency hopping, and the two time slots are one subframe employing the intra-subframe frequency hopping; or

the system is applied in a communication system employing inter-subframe frequency hopping, and the two time slots are a new transmission subframe or retransmission subframe employing the inter-subframe frequency hopping.

20. The system according to claim 11, wherein the system is applied in a communication system employing intra-sub-
frame frequency hopping, and the two time slots are one subframe employing the intra-subframe frequency hopping; or the system is applied in a communication system employing inter-subframe frequency hopping, and the two time slots are a new transmission subframe or retransmission subframe employing the inter-subframe frequency hopping.

* * * * *